WHY BLACKPOINT CYBER?

Streamlined.
Effective.
Action-Focused.
Never let cyber adversaries get the best of you.
With Blackpoint Cyber, experienced security analysts
use state-of-the-art MDR technology to catch what
others miss and take action at the first sign of threat.
Trust us to do the hard work so you don’t have to.

The Blackpoint Cyber Difference
We win the unfair cyber fight while helping others protect what’s most
important to them. Bringing pain to the adversaries, our team takes out the
advanced persistent threats found in today’s cyber landscape before they
can even see us coming. Our mission? Provide 24/7, unified detection and
response services to organizations of all sizes around the world.
Blackpoint Cyber is proudly built by former US Department of Defense
and Intelligence security experts. We are focused on stopping malicious
tradecraft and safeguarding MSP operations, full stop. With decades of
real-world cyber experience, we leverage insider knowledge to help you
fight back and thrive, not just survive in the threat landscape.

Why Blackpoint Cyber?
Cybersecurity Leadership

Commitment to Our Partners

Real-World Threat Expertise

Blackpoint values ownership, strong
ethics, and quality execution. Our
leadership team is committed to defending
the cyber community so you can focus on
supporting your customers.

We are proud to serve our partners and
deliver true protection from adversaries
threatening your livelihood. From our
technology to our operations, Blackpoint
keeps our partner’s needs top of mind.

Founded by former National Security
Agency (NSA) cyber operations experts, our
team continues to bring nation-state grade
technologies and tactics to our partners
around the world.

24/7 MDR Protection

Rapid Detection & Response

True, Action-Focused Approach

Our Managed Detection and Response
solution provides 24/7 protection against
even the most advanced of modern-day
cyberthreats. Sleep easy knowing we
guard your business around the clock.

Faster than any other solution on the market,
our world-class SOC combines network
visualization, tradecraft detection, and
endpoint security to detect lateral movement
in its earliest stages and stop the spread.

Blackpoint detects and detains threats on your
behalf immediately. By the time you hear from
us, the threat has already been triaged and
removed from your environment. Trust us to
provide real action, not just notifications.

S E E H OW W E F I G H T

Start Winning with Blackpoint
in Your Corner
MSPs choose Blackpoint’s ecosystem of integrated solutions to get ahead of various cybersecurity
challenges and requirements.

True 24/7 MDR. Blackpoint’s patented MDR solution is the first
contextually aware breach detection and response program on
the market. With unparalleled visibility into hacker tradecraft,
lateral spread, and remote privileged activity, we stop advanced
attacks immediately.

BLACKPOINT MDR ADD-ONS

Hyper-efficient logging and compliance. Leave complicated
installs and agent rollouts in the past. Quickly configure log
settings, generate compliance reporting, and automatically map
against hundreds of compliance requirements all at once with
push-button setup. Finally, the future of compliance is here.

Harden and fortify your 365 environment. Hackers see Microsoft
365 accounts as their way in. With our 365 Defense service, shut
them down and keep attackers out of your environment. Get roundthe-clock security monitoring and security policy enforcement for
your 365 environment today.

Cyber liability insurance for MSPs. Fact – if you have sensitive
data, you have cyber risk. Paired with our MDR solution,
Blackpoint RISK keeps you and your clients secure. Receive
tailored policies to fit your specific industry and organization size
so you can live to fight another day in this cyber landscape.

See Blackpoint MDR in action
Our partners rely on Blackpoint for high-performance, easily upgradeable, and robust cybersecurity that can protect
against today’s and tomorrow’s threats every time. Win the unfair fight with us in your corner.
DEMO TRUE MDR NOW

1.410.203.1604
blackpointcyber.com

